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Grundig

Grundig

We are Grundig.
We’ve been gathering people together since our very
beginnings.
First it was around the radio, then around the television.
And from there, to every corner of the home
We’re not just thinking about how to make better devices.
We’re thinking about how to become better human beings.
With thoughtful design that puts people first,
but respects our planet at the same time.
Aesthetically harmonious, obsessed about quality, and
ever more sustainable.
That is what makes us, Grundig
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Grundig

Grundig

We are a gathering brand.
For us, houses are not just four walls.
It’s the place where we learn the fundamental human values,
where we learn to respect, to share, to be kind and generous.
What we learn inside also reflects outside.
Our homes are connected to the outside world in ways we
cannot imagine. Little things we do inside, can have a great
impact outside. With the smallest everyday actions, we
belive we can create a better future.
Trying to take a small step in the right direction.
There’s a long way to go, but we know where to start.
It starts at home
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Massimo Bottura and Grundig:

Grundig

Grundig

A partnership brings
out the best
The only way to push quality forward is by joining
brilliance.
Based on our shared values for quality, aesthetics and
ethics we’re collaborating with the world-renowned
chef, one of the most influential person by Time
magazine; Massimo Bottura.
«Little things we do in our home have great impact
outside», that’s our common belief with Massimo
Bottura. Thanks to his influential power, our aim is to
inspire people at home to pursue a better future.
Homes.
Massimo.
Grundig.
Our planet.
Everything connected as one.
That‘s how we imagine Grundig coming together as an
honest, relevant and unique home brand. We‘re in the
right place, at the right time, with the right partner.
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Grundig

Grundig

Wasting food is
wasting life
At Grundig, we feel that it’s our responsibility to lead the
fight against food waste. To remind the world not to take
food for granted, but to treat it with care. Respecting
food is the only way we can ensure a better future. And
as a brand that believes in a better future, every day
we’re working toward developing new technologies that
fight food waste. That’s our mission.
By adopting Respect Food initiative with a strong eco
conscience, we champion the cause of reducing food
waste. Our «Respect Food» initiative aims to inspire
everyone to fight with us, by showing people how to
tackle waste in kitchens with innovative products and
partnerships. That‘s how we manage to save more than
50 tonnes of food being wasted till today.
Let’s #RespectFood together.

Join Grundig in the fight against food waste at respectfood.com
11
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Respect Starts at Home

Respect Starts at Home

Respect Starts
at Home
Food is more than just feeding; it is about
respecting, blessing, and gathering around.
We believe people should enjoy food and
respect it.
Respect feeds respect.
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New Built-In Oven Series:
Perfect Results for Home Chefs
The New Built-In Oven Series enables home chefs to make delicious and perfectly cooked meals by the help of its
superior & precise cooking technologies and sensors.

HotAero Pro

Bi-Directional Fan System

The New Built-In Oven interior is specially formed for
enhanced air circulation which is the heart of HotAero
Pro Technology.
HotAero Pro is a very effective way of hot air circulation
since it directs the hot air to the food perfectly,
minimizing losses with the help of redesigned oven
interior and heating elements. This brand new design
serves for faster and more homogenous cooking.

Bi-Directional Fan System in the The New Built-In Oven
Series assures uniform and precisely controlled air
flow resulting in desired food homogeneity, color and
texture. During automatic cooking; Bi-Directional Fan
System enables adaptive cooking by
special algorithms with changeable fan speed &
direction. Depending on the different recipes, food
types and sizes, the fan speed is adjusted for faster and
more homogenous cooking results.

Ovens

Ovens

The New Built-In Oven Series guarantees more even and faster cooking every time, making bakery fluffier and
helping to retain the moisture for juicy meat and poultry dishes with less energy consumption.

Surrounded by High Performance
Sensor Technologies
SenseSteam Pro
SenseSteam Pro Technology uniquely controls steam level inside the oven during whole steam cooking since
it adjusts, supplies and maintains the steam each recipe needs, taking into account any disturbancies during
cooking like opening the oven door.
SenseSteam Pro combines data from several sensors to maintain accurate steam levels in the oven for tender
meat and vegetables.

Meat Optimizer Pro
Meat Optimizer Pro with 4 sensing points ensures exact level of doneness of the meat by taking
measurements from 3 different points inside the food and monitoring the exact oven interior temperature
during cooking to prevent any risk of inaccuracy.
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Gourmet Chef

TM

Gourmet Chef enables you to cook like a professional chef, so you can gather people around at home and enjoy
like in a restaurant.
Advanced air management system: High power heaters and bi-directional fans make high-speed cooking and
perfect browning a reality.
Intelligent Zone Control system: Creates special zones with different air speeds and temperatures based on
the needs for each recipe.
Professional baking base function: Superior pizzas and breads are easily made with the help of a stainless-steel
baking plate found at the bottom of the oven.

Ovens

Ovens

Unleash your gourmet capabilities with
advanced cooking technologies

Your sous-chef at home
The Gourmet Chef app lets you be the master of your kitchen. The app includes video-guided step-by-step
recipes for a range of dishes, ranging from practical meals to gourmet feasts.
To simplify your life, the app also creates shopping lists based on the number of portions you want.

Cleaning with a single touch
At the touch of a button, grease stains become long-lost memories through Grundig’s advanced self-cleaning technology. The Gourmet Chef Oven’s water cleaning function leaves your
oven spotless and smelling freshly clean with the use of a special detergent.

Intelligent cooking
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SenseSteam Pro

Meat Optimizer Pro

SenseSteam Pro Technology
uniquely controls steam level inside
the oven during steam cooking
since it adjusts, supplies and
maintains the steam each recipe
needs taking into account any
disturbancies during cooking like
opening the oven door.

For ensuring exact level of
doneness of the meat, multipoint
meat probe with 4 sensing points
enables the meat probe to know
the exact oven interior temperature
and temperature of 3 different
points inside the food to prevent
any risk of inaccuracy.

Steam Assist
Technology
The bursts of steam will make any
meat, fish or poultry achieve a
perfect level of tenderness, and
give your pastries a higher rise and
a nice, shiny crust.
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Flexi Cook+
Featuring up to eleven induction zones with 2 extended zones , the Grundig GIEI 949990 IFH hob with
FlexiCook+ offers cooking flexibility par excellence. The full-colour TFT LCD touchscreen provides easy-tounderstand recipes that can be displayed directly on the screen. What’s more, the easy switch function allows
for stir-frying in front, cooking in the middle and keeping food warm at the back. It brings your dish from boil to
simmer just by sliding the pot.

Hobs

Hobs

A plate with infinite possibilities

Control each cooking zone with
its own set of separate controls.

With a width of 90 cm, the hob also allows you to use larger cooking zones than is possible with a conventional
stove-top. So cook all your tapas in one go and spend your next dinner party with your guests instead of
standing over the stove.
EasySwitch: Switch from boil to simmer
at just the right moment by sliding the
pot from front zone to back.

Flexi Cook
More flexibility on the hob
More taste on the table

EasySwitch: Switch from boil to simmer
at just the right moment by sliding the
pot from front zone to back.
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Easy-to-use, 5.7” interactive
touchscreen with auto cook
menu: Touchscreen TFT
LCD screen provides easy to
understand cooking recipes and
select directly on the screen.

The FlexiCook hob boasts eight induction zones with 2 extended zones – giving you greater flexibility. An
additional two zones in the middle allow you to enlarge the cooking areas. The hob automatically recognises
the size of pots and pans and adjusts the zones accordingly. Animated DIRECT ACCESS CONTROL makes
precisely selecting one of the 15 cooking levels a cinch. After all, when it comes to cooking, it’s not only
about the ingredients – the technology matters too!
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SmartBoil Technology
Water boils but doesn’t boil over

The Boiling Sensor then immediately adjusts the cooking temperature to avoid boiling over.

Hobs

Hobs

Our innovative Boiling Sensor makes sure your water will never boil over again.
Smart sensors detect the vibrations that occur as soon as liquids in the pot start to boil and
reduces the heat automatically.

Smart Boil Technology lets you focus completely on your food while cooking.
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TempSense Hood
Hands free ventilation
This kitchen aid is sensitive to your needs. Our innovative hood automatically sets the fan speed when you
cook.

Hoods

Hobs

The smart sensors detect the temperature fluctuations over the hob zone and calculate an optimum
operation speed for the hood.
The hood adjusts its ventilation level automatically according to the heat level on the area between the hood
and the hob, which will optimize the energy consumption of the hood and make the hood operate at an
optimum level, thus making less noise during operation.
The cooker hood won’t be needing a connected appliance such as an induction hob, but will act solitarily
and will decide on its own the ventilation speed required.

Hob Extractor
Induction Air System
Removes odours at the source
Grundig now expands Induction Air System Technology with a new product which has a higher
ventilation capacity and better energy efficiency.
Elegant and high quality design merges hob & hood to uplift your kitchen design and to ensure high
efficiency (noise, energy, space).
Our new Induction Air System® is as Space-saving innovation that combines the functions of two
appliances into one single product. Functions of both hob and hood meet in this special design!
Aspirating system is positioned in the central zone.Provides sensitive heat control and full heating power
with touch control.
Reaches high performance levels in terms of fume extraction.Low noise level and energy efficiency.Easy
to clean and maintain. Equipped with carbon filters which are regenerative and long-lasting.
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Small Kitchen Appliances

Small Kitchen Appliances

Grundig
Massimo Bottura Collection
“Cooking is an act of love” is Massimo Bottura’s quote that
represents our common philosophy.
Creativity and aesthetics blend with quality and innovation,
personified by Massimo Bottura. Together with Bottura, we
designed the Massimo Bottura Collection inspired by our
common philosophy to turn your kitchen into a culinary
museum.
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Retro Collection
Small Kitchen Appliances

Small Kitchen Appliances

Cutting-edge comfort and retro styling
This breakfast set combines pleasant haptics and elegant chrome shine with curvy details to
bring the retro charm of the 50s and 60s into your kitchen. Every product is uniquely elegant
and stylishly designed. With its 2400/3000 watts of power, the kettle quickly boils water and
its 1.7 l capacity lets you cater for your whole family at once. As a technical highlight, the toaster
features four extra-wide slots in which you can toast slices of bread of practically any thickness,
and toast them as much or as little as desired thanks to five levels you can set manually.
Especially in the morning, the defrost and reheat functions save you valuable time. Easy
cleaning via the removable crumb tray rounds off a delightful breakfast.

Grundig
Massimo Bottura Collection
Power of Beauty
Based on the shared values for quality, aesthetics and exclusivity, Grundig and the World’s
best chef Massimo Bottura worked together to develop an exclusive kitchen appliances
collection; including Kitchen Machine, Espresso Machine, Power Blender, Hand Blender and
Toaster.
Each product of this collection is inspired by excellence and is created to bring the look of
exclusivity to the kitchen with the best performance. Grundig Massimo Bottura Collection
is a unique collection ensuring premium quality- an obsession both Grundig and Massimo
Bottura share.
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ColdFresh
Refrigerators

Refrigerators

The protective cold sleeve for fish
and meat
In the ColdFresh section, meat and fish are slightly frozen at approx. -3°C. Enveloped in a
sleeve of cold, meat stays fresh and juicy longer, while nutrients are also preserved longer.
Thanks to the innovative ColdFresh technology, fish and meat retain their flavour and nutrient
quality for up to 7 days and remain edible for up to 10 days. Gentle freezing also not only
helps food retain its appetising looks but also makes meat easier to cut.

FreshMeter
Now your fridge has a nose for meat
quality
As a valuable commodity with a variable shelf life, raw meat needs special attention. For
your own wellbeing, our FreshMeter keeps an eye on your fresh meat products. The sensor
integrated into a special meat compartment responds to gas emissions and indicates the
freshness of stored meat by means of a traffic light display on the fridge: green means
everything is fine, yellow indicates the meat is going off, and red shows that it should not be
eaten.
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Care starts at
home
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Care Starts at Home

Care Starts at Home

Everyone respects home without disrespecting
to the environment. Inspire with quality designs
that enable anyone to clean well at home in the
most sustainable way.
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PetTub
Beautiful not only on the outside but
also on the inside
Beauty means something different for everyone. It is grace on the outside, and good on the inside.
An appliance with parts made of recycled plastic, that’s beautiful! Taking care of your clothes while
taking care of our resources, each PET tub of our washer dryer is made with 60 recycled plastic
bottles. Because aesthetics without ethics, it’s not beautiful at all.

Laundry

Laundry

There is a long way to go, but we know where to start.
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AirTouch
Even carefully dries the clothes with
a ‘don’t tumble dry’ label in

Dryers

Washing Machines

AirTouch gently dries even delicate clothes like a silk dress or a wool sweater. Most of sensitive
clothes (silk and linen shirts, wool or knitting sweaters etc.) are not suitable for tumble drying
because of adverse effect of drum rotating. Hence consumer prefer to flat drying that is slow
and grueling.Thanks to new solutions of sensitive drying as an additional drying air circuit which
provides directing drying air to the delicate laundry while the tumble is not rotating.

FiberCatcher
A great solution for dealing with
microplastics
A single machine load of washing can result in more than 700,000 microfibres ending up in the
oceans and ground water through waste water. Through fish and sea salt, microplastics then find
their way back onto our plates. Since washing laundry is responsible for more than two thirds of
microplastics in our food chain, we have developed a filter system with which we can remove up
to 90 % of washed out microplastics from waste water. We thus make a big contribution to the fight
against small plastic particles.
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InterACT®
Brings intelligent and thoughtful
cleaning with a single ACT button

Dishwashers

Dishwashers

Interaction can be so easy: Not only is the ACT button designed central element of this
dishwasher, it also connects all high-tech features bundled in this device in an efficient and
intelligent way. It automatically analyses how dirty the dishes are and performs the optimal
cleaning results. Anyone wishing for more interaction than the mere push of a button can
compose individual cleaning solutions via HomeWhiz.

WellDry
Guarantees perfectly clean dishes
with an even greater drying
performance
The innovative WellDry technology improves the drying power notably and visibly – glass
sparkles brighter, porcelain is shinier and cutlery does not have any water stains.
While improving the drying performance, WellDry also reduces the runtime of the programme.
So WellDry lives up to its name in all senses of the word, with higher quality and performance in
all round.
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EcoChamp 7 L
The result is crystal-clear:
a clean environment

Dishwashers

Care Starts at Home

When it comes to saving resources, our EcoChamp 7 litre dishwasher truly is a champion. The
brushless motor creates variable water pressure and flow rate, so it’s able to produce perfect
results paired with incredibly economical water usage. Thanks to this innovation, a single wash
cycle requires no more than 7 litres of water, reducing consumption by 2,600* litres every year.
And that’s not all you save. The A++ rating means the appliance is also highly energy-efficient. So
your conscience stays as clean as your dishes.

By generating different
water pressures, the
variable-speed Inverter
EcoMotor is able to not
only save water and
energy but also operate
more quietly.
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Sharing starts at
home

Sharing Starts at Home

Sharing Starts at Home

It’s not just a TV,
it’s a window to the world.
A Grundig TV is a window that
connects us to the outside world.
It’s a place where we can find
inspiration, new ideas and learn.
A TV with high picture quality or
elegant sound system inspires us to
gather and share special, memorable
moments that can shape our futures.

Sharing starts at home
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“Alexa, play ARD.”

World’s First Fire TV Edition OLED TV

Live TV shows
Via HD antenna, cable or satellite receiver, you can access live television directly from the start screen, with
channels such as ARD, ZDF and RTL.

Pictures you can almost touch.

“Alexa, play my dinner playlist.”
Music streaming
Stream millions of songs, live radio stations, podcasts and
more on your TV with services like Amazon Music, Spotify
and Tu

Sound to get excited about.
“Alexa, next episode.”
Unlimited entertainment
The integrated Fire TV gives you access to your favourite
series and films from Prime Video, Netflix, STARZPLAY,
MGM and many more.*

An inspiring experience:
Grundig Fire TV Edition TVs are the intelligent entertainment centre in your smart home.
A fast and intuitive interface gives you access to films, series episodes, channels and apps.
And with Amazon Alexa, it’s a joy to explore the vast universe of entertainment.
Brilliant pictures:
With the ultra-slim Grundig OLED Fire TV Edition, you can enjoy TV pictures like those you can otherwise only
experience in the cinema. Thanks to OLED technology and Dolby VisionTM*, the colours burst out from the deepest
black. Even with fast-moving images, the details are so clear and sharp that you could almost touch them. The
pictures shine with a freshness and brilliance that will light up your eyes.

Televisions

Magical sound:
We send your imagination on a journey. The 3-way Magic Fidelity Pro sound system of the Grundig OLED Fire TV
Edition reproduces sounds as realistically as if you were really there – all with the magical touch of a dream factory.
With Dolby Atmos� you can experience the soundtrack in 360 degrees, and the internal woofer ensures that every
sound is a deep experience.

“Alexa, dim the lights in the living room.”
More options with Alexa
Use the Alexa voice remote control to ask about the
weather, information, sports results and the latest news.
Alexa also lets you control compatible smart home devices, including lamps, thermo-stats, plugs and much
more.

“Alexa, go to DAZN.”
Streaming apps for live TV
Watch live sports events and the latest series with apps like
Mediathek, ProSieben, TVNOW PREMIUM, DAZN, Sport1,
MagentaSport and more.*

Alexa keeps on learning
Alexa has thousands of skills – and learns new ones all
the time. For example, you can order a taxi or a pizza, go
shopping, and much more.

*May incur additional charges

Televisions

Entertainment that will blow you away.

Amazon Alexa

Enhanced intuition: Alexa
Access to a vast universe of entertainment has never been simpler. With Amazon’s Alexa
voice control integrated in the remote control, your smart TV becomes the control centre of
your smart home. Start and control content with your voice alone.
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Amazon
Alexa

The center of your
smart home

Direct access to thousands
Channels, Apps and Alexa Skills

Fast, intuitive
user interface
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„Alexa, play Stranger Things on Netflix“

Hands-free TV
Experience
The world’s first hands-free Amazon
Fire TV Edition

With this Grundig TV, your voice has the power.
The power to connect.
With your home
And the people you share it with.
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Televisions

Televisions

World’s first TV with hands-free Amazon Far Field technology. Now we offer Grundig TV
experience with artificial intelligence. Breath-taking colours + perfect sound + Amazon Fire + Far
Field Alexa TV in one package.
The Amazon Alexa Premium Far-Field which is embedded in Grundig TVs can hear users from
across the room, even in noisy environments or while playing music at loud volumes. Users can
ask Alexa to do things like play music, make a shopping list, order an Uber car or turn on the lights
without even having to put the popcorn out of their hands. New capabilities (or “Skills” as Amazon
calls them) are being added every week.
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Dolby Atmos® Soundbar

Soundbars

Soundbars

This sound bar turns fiction into reality

Mono, stereo, surround – sound technology is constantly developing. And now it has reached
a new high: With Dolby Atmos®, sound is now freed from all channels and gains a life of its own.
The sounds begin to move around you freely in 3D. The effect is that it turns a media experience
into a new kind of natural experience.
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Compared to Dolby Atmos®, everything else seems mono. Every sound is fresh, individual
and more intense than anything you’ve heard before. It puts you right in the middle of the
action:
helicopter blades whirr above your head, shots echo in the alley behind you, beautiful lips
whisper seductive lies directly into your ear ... Our DSB 2000 sound bar brings this amazingly
vibrant sound experience directly in your living room. Experience the magic of technology
that works wonders – creating a world of its own.
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All-in-One Soundbar
Experience breathtaking cinema sound
The DSB 970 all-in-one sound bar has an integrated subwoofer – giving you more space in the
living room.
With a 60-watt RMS output it not only gives the television a full, rich sound that’s fit for
Hollywood, but also supports Bluetooth music streaming and wireless sound transmission
from a smartphone, tablet or computer. The DSB 950 and the DSB 990 2.1 also enhance
every television experience with their powerful output and elegant design, and are ready for
any musical adventure via Bluetooth and USB connections.

Micro Hi-Fi

Soundbars

Micro Hi-Fi
Sound that will open your eyes
Whether you are listening to the radio with crackle-free DAB+ quality and digital selection
or streaming the soundtrack of your choice: Our CMS 5000 BT DAB+ WEB premium micro
HiFi system leaves nothing to be desired. It can also bring all your favourite albums into your
home via Spotify – with a powerful 2 x 50 watt output and the impressive sound of a 3-way
speaker system. The high-quality aluminium housing with its dark inox front panel makes it
attractive to look at while you listen, and the large 2.4“ colour display guarantees simple and
intuitive operation. Sounds good, doesn’t it?
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Harmony starts
at home

Harmony Starts at Home

Harmony Starts at Home

Beautifully ironed clothes and cleaned floors
can only restore harmony if the process promotes equality with the least impact on our
wider world.

Harmony starts at home
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HighForce Stick

CleanExpert

Cleans powerfully without leaving
any untouched area with ActiFlex™

Works with the simplicity of silence
Only 63 db

We have once again found a much effective way to keep your home clean and healthy:
With its powerful 165 watt BLDC engine, dust and dirt do not stand a chance against the Grundig
HighForce Stick Vacuum Cleaner. And there is nowhere to hide: Thanks to its ActiFlex™ foldable
tube that can be folded at the push of a button, there won’t be any untouched area. Cleaning
under cupboards, chests of drawers and other hard-to-reach places is now easier than ever. The
device is also very convenient to store when not in use. SelfStand™ lock mechanism of the device
lets you store it upright.

Grundig CleanExpert Vacuum Cleaner offers the
balance between quietness and usefulness with its
extremely low noise level. It has has been granted
the Quiet Mark certification due to its quiet dB level
performance and quality user experience. Due to the
special insulation and capsule design, the noise level
has been optimized. Which allows you to use this
special vacuum cleaner any time at your home when
needed, even while your baby is sleeping...

Vacuum Cleaners

Vacuum Cleaners

The bottom of the container opens at the push of a
button, extremely slowly to ensure no dust is swirled
up. Anti-static coating on the dust bin and metal
filters prevents dust particles from getting stuck in the
device. This technology is also a clean solution for the
environment as the vacuum cleaner uses less energy.
• Quiet cleaning experience with only 63 dBA
• RF Control on Handle
• Led Lighting Dust Bag indicator warn when it is
full
• TrayClean® One-Handed Dust Bin Removal and
Cleaning: You can clean the dust bin with one
hand by pushing a button, and the dust bin opens
slowly so dust doesn’t spread around.

Harmony starts at home
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Self Care starts
at home
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Self Care Starts at Home

Self Care Starts at Home

Self-care is all about feeling good and
it’s essential to your mental health and
wellness. When we take good care of
ourselves, we feel even more inspired
to take greater care of those around
us at home.

Grundig SilenceDry
Hair Dryer

™

Powerful and Shh !
SilenceDry™ hair dryer offers comfortable hair drying experience with its outstanding silence level.
It has granted the Quiet Mark certification due to its quiet dB level performance and quality user
experience.

Most of the women use hairdryers at the early hours
of mornings or night before sleeping, and we know
the importance of silence for you.
With its special design and DC motor technology
(centrifugal fan system), SilenceDry™ hair dryer
produces less noise. With 1850W power that turns
into 2000W drying power it is as powerful as it
is quiet, assuring your loved ones won’t get their
dreams interrupted.
Choose between various temperature settings as
well as two airflow settings – normal and boost
mode – and finalize your hairstyle with the cool shot
function.

The ionic technology eliminates static electricity and
makes hair care products more effective leaving you
with luscious shiny hair.
• With its outstanding silence level, you can enjoy a
comfortable drying experience.
• Removable air inlet grill helps you to clean dust
and hair which helps for long performance.
• Ionic Function for anti-static, smooth, shiny hair.
Keeps vitally and bounce in your hair and naturally
hydrates the hair structure.
• Cool Shot solidifies and stabilizes the hair.
• Two slim styling nozzles (1 normal +1 quick style)
and diffusor to better styling results.

Care starts at home
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Hair Dryers

Hair Dryers

Certified by Quiet Mark
The Grundig SilenceDry™ hair dryer has been granted the Quiet Mark certification
due to its quiet dB level performance and quality user experience.
In association with the Noise Abatement Society UK.

Beauty without good
is not beautiful at all
Grundig

As Grundig, we are passionate about create awareness
to care for the world. That’s why we want to visualize the
sustainable acts through turning recycled materials into a
piece of art which is an extinct Galapagos turtle to show
the importance of clean oceans. It is being displayed at
our booth. We invite you to visit us at Hall 23.
Let’s take a small step in the right direction.
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Sustainability

Sustainability

Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.

It starts at home

